
Homily for 5th Sunday, February 5, 2022 

The nineteenth century English novelist, Charles Dickens, is arguably one of the greatest literary figures in history. 

Today, he is best remembered for his works, “A Christmas Carol”, “A Tale of Two Cities”, “Great Expectations” and 

“Oliver Twist”. 

Dickens was a Protestant Christian. 

One of the turning points in his life occurred while traveling through neighboring France. He had a chance encounter 

with a French woman, Jeanne Jugan, the founder of the Little Sisters of the Poor, a religious order dedicated to the 

service of the poorest of the poor. Almost immediately, Dickens realized he was in the presence of an extraordinary 

woman, indeed a saint. In one of his letters he offers a flattering assessment: 

“There is in this woman something so calm, and so holy, that in seeing her I feel myself in the presence of a superior 

being. Her words went straight to my heart, so that my eyes, I know not how, filled with tears”. 

Her presence humbled him. 

As so often the case in the gospels, Saint Peter, the first of the Apostles, takes center stage. After the miraculous catch of 

fish, he kneels in the presence of Jesus and declares himself a sinful man. Faced with God’s mysterious presence, Peter 

discovers his own insignificance. He has a profound sense of his own unworthiness. 

But it is precisely individuals who recognize their sinfulness and all too human limitations that Jesus has come to call. 

In the gospels, Peter does not stand alone. 

Recall the centurion, who said to Jesus, “Lord, I am not worthy to have you come under my roof” and the words of John 

the Baptist, “I am not fit to undo the straps of His (Jesus) sandals.” 

In the Pope’s chapel, the Sistine Chapel, there is a marvelous tapestry depicting Peter kneeling in the presence of the 

Master, the posture of one appealing for mercy. It is the work of the Renaissance painter, Raphael. Not unlike the 

prophet Isaiah (1st reading), who after seeing a vision of the Lord, recognized he was a man of unclean lips, Peter, too, 

acknowledges his frailty as a human being. 

It is worth noting that Peter entrusts himself completely to the words of Jesus. He did what he was told to do, namely,  

“… to put out into deep waters and lower your nets for a catch.” 

As someone who lived and worked with a saintly man, Father James Vaughan for over twenty years, I can certainly 

identify with Saint Peter. Working alongside such a person could be at times very intimidating. To my regret, I often 

compared myself with him unfavorably.  

But did I fail to embrace the mystery of Grace, a divine gift. Jesus said to Simon, “Do not be afraid”. The Lord works 

through each one of us, even though we are undeserving of His blessings. 

At one time or another, we are all tormented that the tasks assigned to us by Christ are unattainable. How can we 

succeed, so we argue, given our own obvious limitations and past failures?  

All things are possible for those who believe! 

Today, Jesus speaks to each of us. ”Put out into the deep waters and lower your nets for a catch”. 

Honestly, we have no excuses! 


